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Dear MR Hudson & Broadland Planning Committee, 

My wife & I have a number of concerns regarding the proposed addition of 141 dwellings to the area 

west of Broomhill Lane (BHL) detailed in the Planning Application 20200847. 

 Traffic, Parking & Safe Walking  

 Environmental impact 

 Design Aspirations 

Traffic, Parking and Safe Walking 

Our concerns about the traffic are three fold, the first is a selfish concern about the impact on our 

lives, the development period and finally the ongoing impact on the roads around Reepham. 

The proposed development is built across our only safe walking route from our house (marked in red 

on the map below), this issue is exasperated because we do not have a parking space with our 

home. We live on the blind bend at the bottom of Dereham Road, rated at 60mph for the passing 

traffic. We have no footpath outside our house, or on any part of Dereham Road, nor any parking 

opportunities for ourselves or for visitors. Our current route into town is to cross the road to the the 

green lane opposite then along path to Broomhill Lane, We also currently park our cars on BHL as it 

is the nearest safe access we have to a parking space.  We are very concerned that both during and 

after the building phase that our opportunities for safe walking and parking will be severely limited 

to non-existent. The crowded nature of the proposal will limit safe parking further, increase 

competition for the limited parking opportunities plus create two busy roads across the existing 

path. 



 

Off Road Parking for approx. 366 vehicles is shown on the plan, (with space for more) I’m not sure 

how this will create so few journeys stated in the report (49 in the peak hour quoted in the traffic 

plan), will there suddenly be hundreds more jobs within walking distance of Broomhill Lane that will 

pay sufficient rates for people to afford these homes? 

 

The roads leading to Reepham are hardly suitable for increased traffic loads with sections of 

Whitwell Road virtually single lane and requiring the use of passing spaces if say a lorry was to meet 

a car travelling in the other direction, or even a less skilled driver of a family car. Access via the 

Reepham Road and the Marketplace face similar difficulties, notably where Church Street meets 

Norwich Road and School Road meets The Market Place.  Whilst the roads to Aylesham and 

Bawdswell are slightly better the vast majority of traffic will be be heading to the financial, jobs and 

shopping capital of the region, Norwich. 

The large vehicles that will service (and build) theses homes will have a detrimental effect on all the 

existing residents within the Reepham Area, halting traffic flow where the roads are unduly narrow 

and unsuitable. There will be pressure to relieve the single access to this large new estate via the 

path (that is our only safe walking route from our home) onto what is already a difficult blind bend in 

the road. Working during lockdown has helped us to see that there are many instances already when 

traffic is brought to a sudden halt and has to back up just so vehicles may pass each other.  

I firmly believe that lockdown will accelerate the increase in the number of larger vehicles on our 

roads with supermarket deliveries, especially, but also clothing, furniture, gardening supplies etc far 

more likely to arrive in wide, long wheel base vehicles that the ancient roads around Reepham are 



not designed to carry, several hundred residents accessed via single road in close proximity two 

schools screams bottleneck, danger and frustration.  

Environment. 

As well as the obvious additional strain on the local environmental services we will be sad to see the 

new development push all the wonderful local wildlife further away with bats, owls, deer and 

badgers as well as the flora regularly seen on our journeys, the scheme proposed has shown some 

sensitivity to these concerns but the overall impact, I believe will still be negative 

  

Design Aspirations 

The planning document illustrates some of the domestic properties close to the site, whilst these 

representations are part of the fabric of Reepham they do represent the identity of the ancient 

Market Town. When considering Reepham, most people, I’m sure, will think of the areas round the 

Marketplace and the many fine individual houses in and around the town. It is a shame that this new 

development doesn’t aspire to add to the quality of the design of the housing stock but dilutes it 

instead. Birmingham has beautiful heart with some lovely architecture, that is rarely  associated with 

the City, instead it is defined by the architectural and civil sprawl that surrounds the heart, built 141 

dwellings at a time. It would be a shame to hide the qualities of this charming market town in a sea 

of mediocrity.    

 

 

Yours Sincerely 

 


